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ABSTRACT 

A waveform holds recognizable feature patterns. To 

extract such features of various equipment disturbance 

conditions from the waveform, we present a practical 

model to estimate distribution line (DL) conditions by 

means of a multi-label extreme learning machine. The 

motivation for the waveform learning is to develop device 

embedded models which are capable of detecting and 

classifying abnormal operations on the DLs. The model 

with the real DL waveform data holds a potential for 

determining additional DL conditions and improving its 

classification performance through the update mechanism 

of the learning machine. On the other hand, conditional 

structures for distribution networks are discovered with 

respect to distribution network configurations and 

measurement device characteristics by the time-scaled 

class map of obtained measurement data from the field.  

INTRODUCTION 

Power system monitoring and control have been playing 

an important role for real-time intelligent power 

distribution networks. In particular, the monitored power 

signal contains direct operational information and 

electrical features of the system. It could be further utilized 

to determine the cause of disturbances in power devices. 

Power quality (PQ) information is one on the criterion that 

can be used to measure and evaluate the condition of the 

distribution system regarding abnormal equipment 

behaviors and fault conditions [1]. On modern distribution 

lines (DLs) in which distributed energy resources and bi-

directional power sources with grid-tie capabilities may 

lead to unprecedented operational challenges, the PQ 

information is believed to be essential in keeping the 

networks in high power quality and preventive 

management. In recent years, research in the field of power 

quality, power system protection and equipment testing 

has indicated that useful information can be extracted from 

measured power signal waveforms. An approach, for the 

purpose of equipment health monitoring on the DLs, of 

analyzing disturbance waveforms and extracting health 

status information from them has attracted significant 

interests from industry and academia. In another, 

waveform signature and feature extraction has been 

proposed by using a state prediction approach [2]. 

Application to real-time DL condition recognition and 

employing the end-device condition classifier are of the 

recent interests. A classifier embedded in feeder devices 

with improved labeling and waveform modeling would 

acquire waveforms and recognize abnormal conditions. In 

terms of waveform signal processing, focuses are on 

properly extracting waveform signals, and on waveform 

signal filtering for exclusion of field waveform noises. For 

extraction and classification techniques, our research 

focuses on an interactive modeling approach to suitably 

classify the types of PQ disturbances and DL conditions. 

Also, our approach aims to enable the proposed model to 

interact with parameter update mechanism of the learning 

machine to detect additional disturbance types of unusual 

waveforms.  As for our end-device classification, we adopt 

and implement a modified extreme learning machine 

(ELM). Some ELM applications have been applied to 

disturbance waveform classification and fault anticipation 

[3] due mainly to its superior learning speed and 

generalization performance which are most desirable for 

feeder monitoring devices in a small size network .  In 

order to verify the condition monitoring model application, 

integrated disturbance classification class model with 

designed conditional class patterns suggested with 

defining the condition learning structure (CLS) with 

regard to determining configuration levels of the 

distribution network and monitoring device on feeders. 

Therefore, the suggested research is not only applicable to 

identifying distribution network condition with 

disturbances but condition changes. 

CONDITION RECOGNITION PROCESSES 

The central idea of the distribution condition monitoring 

structure has two components that interact each other 

throughout the waveform learning process to the condition 

recognition. In this approach, as depicted in Fig. 1, DL 

monitoring device functionalities are achieved by updating 

the essential parameters for feeder device classification 

models. Firstly, after monitoring devices obtained 

disturbance waveforms based on the waveform trigger 

condition which constantly updating its acquisition logics 

and waveform ranges by means of already learned 

classification models. Subsequently, feature extraction and 

classification model also update their formulas and 

learning weights followed by waveform preprocessing. 

The whole process is controlled by the learning system and 

embedded the model into the DL monitoring devices in 
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operation. Consequently, for distribution DL diagnosis and 

recognition, signal structures with respect to the condition 

analysis is applied for the DL condition learning model. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Disturbance recognition process setup with 

modeling and acquiring waveforms for learning system 

Field-measured waveform data processing  

Waveform types and several update sequence techniques 

are considered specifically to apply mutual characteristics 

of the measured signal such as voltage and current, as well 

as binary values [4]. As to the PQ monitoring, voltage and 

current measurements in the field devices at monitoring 

locations are managed by control and operation systems. 

For the actual network from which the waveforms are 

acquired, the end-point measuring units such as phasor 

measurement units (PMUs) or feeder remote terminal units 

(FRTUs), as parts of distribution management systems 

(DMSs) or power quality management systems (PQMSs), 

are typically installed certain locations respectively. 

Condition Learning Structure 

Distribution network structures in practical applications 

commonly follow types of distribution design and 

planning. Typically, majority of distribution systems are 

operated using radial feeder distributions and power 

signals which interact each other by DL lines under the 

certain substation supply. Because measurement devices 

are depending on the location where these devices are 

installed, event waveforms that obtained from the devices 

indicate mutual relations between the configuration of DLs 

and substations.  

Principally, class labels like normal and abnormal are 

contextual according to what we need to classify for the 

distribution system. For a normal event, the model ignores 

to trigger that might become abnormal later on like 

minutes and hours from the time. For this matter, the 

proposed method focuses on time-scale and 

configurational disturbance analysis. Moreover, since 

waveform recorded data often provides a more complete 

picture than logical determination on field devices, the 

method uses waveform feature classification within 

suggested time-scale condition structures.  

The integrated of condition monitoring by the suggested 

disturbance class model can be achieved to design the 

conditional class pattern in accordance with the 

distribution network configuration and configure the 

conditional classes. Therefore, this research work defines 

the condition learning structure as per distribution levels. 

In this regard, through configuration of the distribution 

network levels by starting a substation location and 

distribution line to feeders, the CLS levels are denoted as 

follows: 

 

Fig. 2. The concept of CLS categorization levels of devices 

on a substation 

• Level-1: A feeder device (local devices) 

The condition structure is consisted by the classified label 

in time-scale sequences. Because the label has multiple 

classes, label events on the CLS map have complex 

conditions at each time sequence and locational 

configuration. The CLS line is depicted subsequent to the 

model classified the disturbance with in several moments. 

A monitoring and measuring device at a feeder can be 

drawn as a single line which consists of classified multiple 

labels by the classification model. By analyzing interaction 

patterns between the local feeder devices, the disturbance 

location and condition of DL sections can be found from 

this CLS level-1 model. 

 • Level-2: A distribution line (event share) 

As shown in Fig. 3, with respect to the monitoring and 

measuring devices connected with a same DL under the 

same substation can be drawn as a merged line with feeder 

devices per the DL. For detailed DL condition specifying, 

spreading the merged classes with the class representation 

is a proper way to identify specific events on the DL. 

Because almost events are generally shared within the DL, 

distinguishing and analyzing these CLS patterns assist to 

enhance the recognizing the distribution condition.  

 

 
Fig. 3. A level-2 CLS example with spreading detailed 

classes on a DL 
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• Level-3: Substation (node connection) 

For the sake of further broaden monitoring, the condition 

structure integrates CLS level-2 labels into a structure 

based on a substation structure. Apart from all connection 

and event independent cases, node connection events can 

be identified with this structure including DL 

interconnecting loop operations.  

Modeling waveforms of disturbances  

There are several mathematical models of PQ waveform 

generation [5] and [6]. For added generality, our waveform 

model uses essentially general standard criteria based on 

the PQ signals and the representative disturbance 

waveforms referenced by the IEEE-1159-2009 PQ 

standard [1]. Through consistently modifying the 

parameters, common PQ disturbances are determined as 

fluctuations of: sag, swell, interruption, flicker, oscillation, 

notch or impulse transient, spike, and harmonics. In 

addition to these common types, we apply a range-

assigned waveform model that is complementally 

applicable to abnormal DL condition-related sporadic 

phenomena. Therefore, the model requires some 

parameters to be defined in regard to the actual field 

waveform characteristics; however, the model deals more 

comprehensive disturbance features than the conventional 

PQ criteria.   

 

 

Feature modeling and extraction 

The sampled waveform is transformed to extract features 

and the extracted features are used for DL condition 

classification. Some of basic feature types are derived to 

measure the grouped features as shown in Table I for 

pattern recognition processes. The features or models are 

defined as n  with n = [1, …, N], where the number of 

data N  are for disturbance duration and frequency values. 

The sustained or the momentary waveform features of the 

variable window values are selectively calculated 

corresponding to the types of data in the extraction phase. 

For the purpose of normalizing data, every feature has 

relative proportions within 0 and 1.  

From Table 1, the norm value 1
n  indicates the magnitude 

of the measured signal of ,c qs . In the deviation feature 
2
n , ws  is the mean value obtained from the designated 

variable window. The duration feature 
3
n  is to extract the 

disturbance sample counts, where | |  is an absolute value. 

On the other hand, the signal fluctuation count 4
n  

measures essential waveform variations. Additionally, for 

the variable window values, 5
n , 6

n , and 7
n  with their 

mean, maximum, and differential functions, respectively, 

extract differences between adjacent samples, and are 

quantified for window width changes, where “ max ” is the 

maximum of the window vector and “ diff ” is the 

differential value. Furthermore, additional features are 

extracted in accordance with the IEEE transitional 

waveform standard [7]. The modified forms of the features 

in 8
n , 9

n , and 10
n  each having a processing function 

depending on the waveform characteristics, represent the 

root mean square (RMS) deviation with 

rms, 2|| || /cs r c,ss  of Euclidian norm, the peak 

magnitude to RMS value, and the first and second state 

levels, respectively. In the feature 10
n , the state level 

function which represents the pulse width and jitter trigger 

as well as the amplitude of the signal suggested 

particularly in this paper, applies the first and second 

values to the state level processed values. 

Learning for waveform pattern recognition  

Waveform pattern learning is realized by on-line 

sequential (OS)-ELM, an improved learning framework. 

As an extension of ELM, OS-ELM can learn data in 

consecutive order, block-by-block, to acquire additional 

waveform data and renew the network. For the 

classification model update, the proposed process uses an 

empirical model which interacts with field device 

computing modules on the distribution feeder so that the 

model can update its network. 

As shown in Fig. 4, after finishing a phase of sequential 

learning, the model is updated along with its own network 

settings where training has already been performed. Thus, 

the renewed model repetitively learns from newer data 

with the same basis as ELM. The classification model 

updates its output weight 1βk  with the pre-determined 

model setting using the solved 1Pk  to improve 

performance. In using the learned model, input-output 

weights and bias (a b β ), ,k k k  are the only required 

parameters for the feeder device model. Further, to update 

the model on the feeder devices, the output 

weights 1βk  are the only parameters added to the model to 

be transferred to the devices. 

TABLE I  

FEATURE LIST OF CATEGORIZED WAVEFORMS 

Types Models 

Magnitude(1-norm) 1

1
, ,n c q c q  ,s  

Signal deviation  
2

2
,1 1

wW r

n w q ww q
s s

 
     

Disturbance duration 3
1

/
T

n tt
s T


    

Zero crossing counts    4
11

sign sign /
T

n t tt
s s C

    

Window average 5
1

W

n ww
s


    

Window peak values 6
1
max( )

W

n ww
   s  

Window differential 7
1

diff [ max( ) ]
W

n ww
   s  

Cycle RMSa deviation 8 2
rms, rms( )n cs   s  

Peak to RMS  9 peaktorms( )n c q  ,s  

Amplitude of 

waveforms 

10 statelevel[ ( ) ]
statelevel[ ( ) ], 0

T

n t

T

t ts
 

 
s

s
 

aRoot mean square follows the standard one cycle calculation. 
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Fig. 4. Learning process for OS-ELM update procedure 

MODEL VALIDATION  

For other classes of waveform patterns, the learning 

process involves over 200,000 model-generated 

waveforms for training, and each block of the sequential 

input consists of 1,000 to 10,000 sets to provide sufficient 

data and data blocks for adequate learning and accuracy. 

The hard limit and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation 

functions are also selected by examining the model 

performance iteratively and by applying the cross-

validation method. In all our validation cases, tuning of L  

hidden layer nodes, and setting sequence data sets and 

blocks are determined by the iterative examining process. 

Furthermore, selective features are analyzed, and if the 

data sets converged to a certain accuracy level, then the 

model is deemed to be declared as acceptable. The tuning 

process of the hidden nodes and extracted feature sets and 

trained accuracies as the latter of which over 98% 

classification accuracy.  

 
We can observe, first, that the voltage change waveforms 

are classified as fluctuation triggered by the voltage, and 

as oscillation triggered by the current. The combination of 

the classification by voltage and current is shown to 

successfully classify the waveforms into the fluctuation 

class. Thus, a pair of classes for a certain condition, when 

combined, provides a new label for recognizing the DL 

condition, as, for example, the voltage change waveforms 

are triggered by current pattern variations caused by load 

changes, sag-swells, and switching operations. Second, for 

the fault current waveforms cases, the model has brought 

of three possible classes: oscillation (by voltage) and 

flicker or notch (by current). Multiple complex faults, 

fault-clearing actions are of flicker and notch classes. 

Lastly, the abnormal waveforms have interesting features 

with multiple triggering conditions capturing unusual 

patterns compared with the steady state waveforms. Since 

most of fluctuations and oscillations are triggered by the 

voltage and current waveforms as the voltage change type, 

incipient phenomena with small signal variation could be 

detected in the waveforms, which could be used for 

anticipating upcoming faults. In summary, the model 

assessment results indicate a good potential of the 

developed model for real-network waveform triggers and 

for embedded classifier for field devices. 

CLS Model Process for Recognition 

The integrated condition monitoring CLS model delivered 

as following class maps. Among 34 substations with 321 

distribution lines, over 25,800 waveforms were obtained 

from the systems and representative CLS class maps are 

shown as follow figures. As per the distribution level for a 

substation based a CLS level-3 class map is shown in Fig. 

6, there are triggered types of abnormal, fault, and voltage 

variation triggers that what monitoring devices captured 

and the classified labels through proposed OS-ELM 

classification model. Since waveforms are obtained with 

voltages, currents, and binary information at the same time, 

class maps have the multi-label along with configuration 

depictions. If types of the fault can be events, precursor 

class labels could tell where the disturbance occurred 

before the event. In Fig. 7 and 8 class map on DL15 and 

DL8 shows the patterns on the fault event combinations. 

 

 
Fig. 5.  A merged CLS level-3 substation class map with 

events (Geumchon S/S) 

 

As part of the event patterns on CLS level-3, the detail can 

be observed by applying the CLS level-2 class map. In this 

configuration, events on the DL are shared by merging the 

feeder waveforms into the level-2 line. Under the 

assumption that every disturbance is shared on the DL 

class map, as illustrated on Fig. 6, fault events classified at 

several DL on the substation and these are recognized with 

 

TABLE II  

NUMBERS OF CLASSIFIED WAVEFORMS REGARDING  

ACQUISITION TYPES BY FRTUS AND PMUS 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  

Types  Steady Fluc. Swell Int. Flicker Osc. Notch Har. Total 

Voltage 
changes 

V 57 620 221 30 164 456 316 115 1,979 

I 48 732 27 4 65 953 117 33 1,979 

Fault 

currents 

V 15 79 40 13 35 190 41 124 537 

I 5 15 24 68 133 79 169 44 537 

Abnormal 

triggers 

V 972 2,450 140 26 50 548 96 111 4,393 

I 123 1,658 36 11 125 2,339 66 35 4,393 
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spreading detailed classes on CLS level-2 DL class maps. 

After some of waveform dataset modeling processes, 

disturbance classes related with the CLS level-3 waveform 

labels are represented as following results. There are 

particular precursor labels 5- 6 step before the event in Fig. 

7 and 8. These patterns showing that in multi-labels, 

voltage oscillations and current fluctuations and 

oscillations are consistently occurred and classified by the 

suggested condition model. 

 

 
Fig. 6.  Expanded CLS level-2 class (DL15)  

 

 
Fig. 7.  Expanded CLS level-2 class map (DL15) 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

This research work includes methods and empirical 

applications that are from what the research work found 

through actual field devices of our domestic size 

distribution system operation. Because the suggested 

model defines fundamental signal features and apply 

learning machine methods, actual patterns of field data can 

be verified showing how the model can handle the phase 

signal for the condition recognition. The model verified 

that voltage and current waveforms were successfully 

classified into the fluctuation classes and also provided 

current patterns reflecting load changes which contained 

three types of approximately 25,000 three-phase voltage 

and current waveforms, and determined that the model is 

highly dependent on DL condition signals. 

The method developed a multi-label ELM model for 

abnormality detection in distribution networks. Through 

classifying DL conditions of disturbances in real network, 

signals could provide unique patterns for recognition of 

abnormal operations and fault conditions in the learning 

mechanism of the classification model. The learned model 

would necessarily replace the trigger and detection logic 

on field measuring devices. This affirms the research goal 

to enable the classification system to be updated by 

waveform modeling and feature set reconfiguration using 

the learning process. The research also found that in 

distribution system network, conditional and monitoring 

classification structures of suggested CLS configurations 

are significantly important to recognize the DL condition 

in time-scale and physical connection-based interaction 

analysis.  

Further studies will combine conventional data and exact 

labeling together to generate an intelligent classification 

model for recognizing additional condition types such as 

intermittently changing conditions. 
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